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Abstract: In response to the prevailing sustainability problems that are difficult to solve since they
are characterized by complex interdependencies, and the effort to solve one aspect of a sustainability
problem may lead to other problems, the present study’s objective is to develop an interim, system-
based theory of corporate sustainability to fill in significant gaps in the corporate sustainability
field. The paper starts by outlining the gaps, introducing a theory building approach, followed
by discussing components of the emerging theory. As a system-based theory, the emerging theory
is demonstrated through the Corporate Sustainability system, comprising Sustainability Culture,
Resilience and Corporate Sustainability Performance subsystems. These subsystems interact to ensure
a continuous delivery of sustainability performance outputs and outcomes. The resulting theory is
highly dynamic in nature with a feedback loop of learning to reflect the actual reality of high-velocity
environment. Implications for corporate practitioners and theorists are also discussed.

Keywords: corporate sustainability; theory building; resilience; sustainability practices; sustainability
performance; sustainability organizational culture; sufficiency economy

1. Introduction

Corporate sustainability has become an overarching goal for corporate leaders since,
for their corporations to survive and thrive, they need to daily deal with uncertainties or
“wicked problems” [1] introduced by the high-velocity environment. These uncertainties are
a result of the deep interconnections among the society, the environment and the economy,
which in the past were viewed as three separate entities, and are often characterized
by contraposition and multiple tensions [2–4] as a result of the prevailing imbalanced
development of the three domains, mounting social pressure, and growing stringent
regulations. To survive in such a context, corporate leaders are required to effectively
respond to these concurrent, multiple and yet conflicting demands via a holistic, system-
based perspective [5–8].

While many relevant theories [9–14] have been introduced, no single holistic, system-
based approach exists to help scholars and practitioners to understand the process of
corporate sustainability and allow them to advance toward sustainability as soon as
needed [15,16]. In the domain of corporate sustainability alone, only a limited number of
interim theories is reported scholarly [15,17]. This limited theoretical knowledge indicates
a need for a more comprehensive theory to explain the process of corporate sustainability
since researchers, whether adopting the positivist or phenomenological paradigm in any
field, often need a full-blown theory to start forming their research. The full-blown theory
helps the researchers to comprehend, describe and predict situations, behavioral actions
and/or context. It guides the researchers to either go against orthodoxy or to continue with
it to enrich the current knowledge domain.

Specifically, scholars have employed a number of sustainability-related theories [15],
such as stakeholder theory [9], stewardship theory [13], institutional theory [14], and
legitimacy theory [11], and practitioners need to use these theories together on their own
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discretion to achieve corporate sustainability [16]. None of them alone appears as a holistic
approach that scholars can use to inform the development of their studies and practitioners
can adopt/adapt toward corporate sustainability as quickly as appears needed [15].

Although an interim theory of corporate sustainability was introduced in 2020 [15]
and has since informed the development of various studies around the globe [18–32], it
is only an interim struggle [15]. Therefore, the present study’s objective is to construct a
more complete theory of corporate sustainability as another “interim struggle” serving as a
platform for further scholarly enlightenment. The study starts by outlining knowledge gaps
and significant contributions, and introducing our theory building approach that deals
with limitations of the previous theoretical development. Then, it continues by introducing
components of the theory, managerial implications, and directions for future research.

2. Knowledge Gaps and Significant Contributions

First, while an organization in reality is an open system with open boundaries [33],
and a transfer over the boundaries between the organization and its surrounding context
exists [34] (Dubin, 1976), no theory of corporate sustainability that takes organizations as
an open system exists. In particular, corporations typically run into sustainability problems
frequently instigated by external forces [35] such as institutional pressures, an ideal theory
of corporate sustainability should consider external forces. The present theory development
includes external forces as part of the emerging corporate sustainability theory, reflecting
the reality of the organization as an open system [33], allowing constant interaction between
the environment and the system, the first contribution.

Second, since scholars point out the pivotal role that organizational culture plays in ascer-
taining organizational sustainability, no existing theory of corporate sustainability addresses
the cultural element of shared basic assumption, generally recognized as a fundamental
element of an organizational culture [36,37]. The present theory development addresses the
shared sustainability assumptions as a culture component, the second contribution.

Third, in terms of sustainability performance management, numerous studies have
adopted the Triple Bottom Line (TBL) concept [38,39] and its associated concepts (e.g.,
the Sustainable Development Goals, Sustainability Reporting, Environmental, Social, and
Corporate Governance or ESG [40] to measure sustainability performance. However,
Wu, Zhu, Tseng, Lim and Xue [41] argue that the traditional facets of the TBL are not
adequate in addressing the highly complex sustainability issues, characterized by constant
uncertainties [42]. With the prevailing misuse of the concepts of performance measurement
and performance management as interchangeable concepts [43], numerous scholars have
focused their efforts on sustainability performance measurement system [44–50] as opposed
to sustainability performance management system [51–53], required to deal with the high
complexity and uncertainty [54,55]. Essentially, sustainability requires to be managed
within a system. Consequently, its performance requires to be systematically managed and
measured [46]. To address this gap, a holistic system sustainability perspective is required
to go beyond the “fixation and myopia” [56]. The present theory development proposes
a corporate sustainability management subsystem as part of the Corporate Sustainability
system, the third contribution.

Within the Corporate Sustainability system, since stakeholder benefits and trust are
predictive of brand equity [57], and brand equity is becoming widely regarded as a sustain-
ability outcome [58,59], the present theory development integrates stakeholder benefits and
trust into the theory, the forth contribution. A stakeholder is any group or individual that
can affect or is affected by the operation of an organization, ranging from suppliers, clients,
shareholders, employees, communities, civil groups, governments, media, future generations
and so on [9]. They are anyone who have a stake in the organization [9]. The Stakeholder
theory [9] argues that a firm should create value for all stakeholders, not just shareholders to
improve its competitiveness. Stakeholder trust in particular has been considered as a main
driver for sustainable business excellence [60]. Well beyond the widely used TBL concept,
stakeholder trust essentially denotes a novel corporate sustainability paradigm that directs the
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attention of corporate leaders and managers toward a higher level of stakeholder-corporation
relationship quality, as opposed to simply stakeholder satisfaction [60].

Since (a) organizational resilience is frequently viewed as an outcome of the process of
corporate sustainability [58], (b) scholars and practitioners have little knowledge about how
organizational resilience can systematically be achieved via day-to-day management [61–63],
and (c) an organizational theory that describes the resilience phenomenon in an organization
via everyday practices is still lacking [32], the present theory development is the first corpo-
rate sustainability theory to include organizational resilience as an outcome of the process
of corporate sustainability and to explain the day-to-day process to ensure organizational
resilience, the fifth contribution.

Even though it is evident that, to ensure corporate sustainability, corporations are
required to manage simultaneous, often paradoxical, demands from a wide range of stake-
holders [64,65], no existing theory of corporate sustainability incorporates organizational
ambidexterity [66], itself an under-developed area [67]. Since empirical evidence has demon-
strated that, especially in dynamic environments, organizational ambidexterity gains the
utmost performance effects [68–71], the present theory development is the first theory of
corporate sustainability to address organizational ambidexterity, the sixth contribution.

Finally, in terms of theory building approach, since the focal theory of corporate
sustainability is concerned with cultural beliefs and values, the Mindsponge framework [72]
is adopted to help in understanding how and why a person engrosses and refuses certain
values. In addition, since the sustainability problems are wicked problems or problems that
are difficult to solve as they are characterized by complex interdependencies, and the effort
to solve one aspect of a wicked problem may lead to other problems, the systems-approach
is required for treating such a wicked problem [1]. With the integrated theory building
approach between the General Systems Theory [33] and the Mindsponge approaches [72],
the emerging system theory of corporate sustainability has more power to explain the
corporate sustainability phenomenon, the seventh contribution to the field, given that the
existing theory of corporate sustainability [15] is not system-based.

Therefore, the present theory development contributes to the corporate sustainability
field by filling in these fundamental gaps in the corporate sustainability literature.

3. Theory Building Approach

Dealing with the limitation in the theoretical corporate sustainability literature, the
General Systems theory is adopted [33], given that it considers organizations as an open
system, as the main approach to construct our corporate sustainability theory in response
to the highly dynamic nature of organizations [73]. It focuses on organizational systems
and the interactions among them. This approach addresses the limitation of the existing
theory of corporate sustainability [15] by enhancing its dynamic nature.

The General Systems Theory process emphasizes the construction of postulates, universal
concepts and principles. It is particularly suitable for organizational studies such as the
present study because the General Systems approach assumes that a system, such as an
organization, is a consequence of dynamic interrelationships between system’s components
and the system’s entirety, within which these components are commonly determine. It is
assumed that systems govern and adapt themselves continuously via feedback. System
interactions are core to this approach.

Since a system is bordered by an environment [33], all environmental elements influence
the system fully or partially. Other systems can also be included in the environment, each of
which has its own border. The boundary distinguishes each system from other systems
and the environment, and defines a system. The environmental effects are to be considered
when developing a theory and its theoretical process. In the present study, the Corporate
Sustainability system is the focal system, comprising the Sustainability Culture, Resilience
and Corporate Sustainability Performance subsystems.

All systems and subsystems in this present theory development are considered as an
open system because they permit effects from the high-velocity environment to flow across
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their border [33]. In a given system, an input goes into the system to produce an output,
the process of which is called throughput, to achieve its goals. Clearly, the system and the
environment interact constantly.

The General Systems Theory is uniquely characterized by feedback and equilibrium [33],
making it suitable for the present organizational study. Allowing the self-regulating system
to function, feedback information about an output is fed back into the system. To finish a
feedback loop, an equilibrium is reached in the system when its internal structures and
collaborations among its part are of homogeneity. A new equilibrium can also be reached
when the system responds timely to an environmental change via the feedback loop. In
essence, this new equilibrium prepares the system for the new environment.

Next, the theory’s boundary, inputs, throughputs and outputs and their causal relation-
ships are identified [33]. Most importantly, required for a self-regulating system, feedback
and equilibrium are identified. Since the focal theory is concerned with individual beliefs
and values, I also adopt the Mindsponge framework [72] to help in understanding how
and why a person engrosses and refuses certain values. With the integrated approach
between the General Systems Theory and the Mindsponge approach, the emerging system
theory of corporate sustainability has more power to explain the corporate sustainability
phenomenon, a contribution to the theory building field.

Related theoretical, conceptual and empirical literature are drawn to form the emerging
theory’s body by comparing and contrasting an entire range of conjectures, whether they
be possible, rational, experiential, and/or even philosophical [74]. Through such a process,
highlighting can be identified [75], which later become the core elements of the system
theory. Guided by Whetten [74]’s qualities of a simple theory, the questions below are
developed to guide the theoretical development.

• What are the input, throughput and output components relevant to ensuring corporate
sustainability?

• Why and how are the components related?

Based on the literature review, each core theory element is identified and defined.
Included is also a definition of the corporate sustainability concept. I next define the
theory’s boundaries, suggesting what the system theory predicts and does not predict.
Then, the system state dynamics in sustainable organizations are explored, meaning that
the nomological network among the observed components of the theory is explained.
Eventually, to recognize the presumed laws of interaction, I conclude the present theory
development by expressing the resulting theory graphically and in propositions.

4. Defining Corporate Sustainability

At the macro level, scholars have described the sustainability concepts in a wide
variety of ways, including the strong sustainability by Ott [76] and the model of the steady
state economy by Daly [77]. With such a variety, sustainability is however commonly
described along the lines of environmental, economic and social dimensions [78]. At
the micro, organizational level, sustainability is defined in the present study as a holistic
approach that considers ecological, social and economic dimensions, recognizing that all
must be considered together to find lasting prosperity [79]. In the sustainable enterprise
literature, sustainability often refers to sustainable wellbeing for all stakeholders including
the society and future generations [58,64,65]. This sustainability definition is reflected in the
definition of corporate sustainability in the present study, which is discussed more below.

Like the sustainability concepts, the definitions of corporate sustainability have flour-
ished [80] and yet no commonly agreed definition exists, certainly affecting theorizing and
researching in the field. In particular, the literature on society and business is filled to the
brim with a large variety of confusing and sometimes overlapping concepts of corporate
social responsibilities and corporate sustainability [15], complicating the much-needed
knowledge production in this field even further. The two concepts are confusing because
they both are about being responsible for the society at large [81]. However, they are not
the same. The corporate sustainability concept is more inclusive than the corporate social
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responsibility concept because it suggests both a balance between leading and managing
for short- and long-term results, and responsibility inside and outside the corporation [81].

In the present study, I adopt the definition by Kantabutra and Ketprapakorn [15] because
it is well constructed in the core theories of corporate accountability [82,83], stakeholder [9],
and relevant corporate social responsibility and sustainable development concepts. Corporate
sustainability is a set of management notions that recognize that businesses must grow
profitably, with a higher level of emphasis on the three domains of development and their
reporting to the society [84]. Accordingly, corporate sustainability here refers to “the leadership
and management approach that a corporation adopts so that it can profitably grow and at the
same time deliver social, environmental and economic outputs [15], p. 3”. In other words,
corporate sustainability is the leadership and management approach that a corporation adopts
to ensure the wellbeing for all stakeholders (e.g., minority groups, less privileged individuals).
I use this definition to guide the present theory development.

5. Fundamental Components of Corporate Sustainability System

The fundamental components of the Corporate Sustainability system are introduced
one by one in this section. I in this particular order explain the theory’s boundaries,
inputs, the Sustainability Culture subsystem, the Resilience subsystem, and the Corporate
Sustainability Performance subsystem.

Considered as necessary in achieving corporate sustainability, the three subsystems
of Sustainability Culture, Resilience and Corporate Sustainability Performance as well as
the relationships among them are drawn from the literature. Sustainability organizational
culture is a pre-condition for the development of a sustainable corporation [15,36]. A strong
organizational culture also enhances the prospect of organizational resilience [58,85,86], in
turn improving the prospect of corporate sustainability [15,87]. Finally, corporate sustain-
ability performance needs to be monitored and managed in order to achieve corporate sus-
tainability [51,53]. All subsystems function as part of the Corporate Sustainability system.

These elements are discussed one by one, followed by an elaboration on their dy-
namic relationships as justified by supportive logical, empirical, and/or epistemological
arguments. Eventually, all components are integrated into a comprehensive theory of
corporate sustainability.

5.1. Theory’s Boundaries

As for the boundaries, the theoretical sphere for the present theory encompasses only
the organizational components that are conducive to corporate sustainability [33], which
is the objective of the present theory’s development [34]. The focal theory is composed
of three core subsystems. Within the main Corporate Sustainability system, I postulate
that certain organizational culture components in the Sustainability Culture subsystem
lead to forming the Resilience subsystem that improves sustainability performance via the
mechanism of the Corporate Sustainability Performance subsystem. The open boundaries
allow for an information transfer between the Corporate Sustainability system and its
environment [34]. This transfer triggers required adjustments in the system. Consequently,
the system adapts according to the changes to reach a new equilibrium after each trigger.

In the following sections, I critically review the literature and use the relevant literature
to meaningfully construct the theory components and their relationships. I then identify,
define and designate each component of the system as input, throughout or output [33].
The Sustainability Culture subsystem is special in that its elements are additionally organized
by the cultural levels [37]: assumptions, values and beliefs, and artifacts. The Mindsponge
framework [72] is adapted to help in understanding why individuals accept or reject certain
values, increasing the power to explain the cultural phenomenon. The Corporate Sustainability
system’s feedback loop and how the system reaches an equilibrium are also discussed.
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5.2. Inputs

Enhancing the existing interim theory of corporate sustainability [15], the Corporate Sus-
tainability system has four inputs into the system: human resources, social and environmental
issues, institutional settings and socio-cultural values.

Human resources are human beings. Each human being is full of cultural values
and beliefs, or a mindset, forming his/her own identity [88]. Human resources enter
into an organizational workforce with their mindsets, which may be similar or different
from those already residing in the organization. According to the present theory, the
Sustainability Culture subsystem is an organizational mechanism that aligns the mindsets
of individual human beings with the organizational mindset, including goals, values, beliefs
and attitudes [89,90]. Though the Mindsponge’s mechanism to be discussed in the following
section, individuals who find themselves unfit [64] with the existing corporate goals, values,
beliefs and attitudes will depart from the subsystem to return to the external environment.

Social and environmental issues (e.g., expanding social gaps, environmental degrada-
tion, poverty, and gender) are an input into the Sustainability Culture subsystem as they
are prevalent in the workplace today [91]. Certainly, these issues impact corporations and
require them to take an action effectively.

Additionally, such as institutional factors as institutional policies and labor union,
and external factors of the government, the general public, the media, or professional
associations, or so called institutional settings [92–94], influence the Sustainability Culture
subsystem. Corporations that cannot conform to these institutional factors can possibly
be threatened. According to DiMaggio and Powell [95], Oliver [96] and Scott [97], they
can eventually affect corporate survival. Clearly, the prospect of corporate sustainability is
influenced by these institutions over time. In effect, they put pressure on corporate leaders
to enhance the sustainability values and practices of their corporations.

Socio-cultural values refer to the forces from the society and economy [98] influencing the
Sustainability Culture subsystem. In general, these forces change gradually over time, depen-
dent on many factors (e.g., economic development, modernization stages) [98]. Individualism,
liberty, creativity, risk tendency, and harmony are examples of socio-cultural values.

Since (a) the only way to ensure sustainability that outlives any one individual is by
developing and nurturing a strong organizational culture [99], (b) organizational culture
is a precondition for sustainable corporation development [36], and (c) organizational
culture is the only greatest important determinant of organizational failure or success [100],
the Corporate Sustainability system begins with a sustainability organizational culture
subsystem, introduced below.

5.3. Fundamental Components of Sustainability Culture Subsystem

The four inputs of human resources, social and environmental issues, institutional
settings, and socio-cultural values enter into the Sustainability Culture subsystem defined as
a system with required cultural components aiming at improving the prospect of corporate
sustainability. As shown in Figure 1, the Sustainability Culture subsystem comprises
assumptions and, beliefs and values for sustainability, as expressed in the sustainability
vision and values, and sustainability artifacts as expressed through corporate sustainability
practices. Each and their relationships are discussed below.

5.3.1. Sustainability Assumptions

While the cultural level of shared basic assumptions is widely regarded as fundamental in
driving sustainability success [36,37], the organizational culture literature in the sustainability
context has not specifically addressed them, except one by Ketprapakorn and Kantabutra [101].
Building on the prior theory development, I explain how sustainability assumptions lead to
improving the corporate sustainability prospect below.
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Figure 1. Sustainability Culture subsystem elements and their relationships.

Culture is a set of frequently-unstated assumptions, or a pattern of shared basic as-
sumptions, that members of the culture commonly learn, share and develop [102] after they
face the problems of adaptation introduced by the external environment, and organizational
integration [103]. Over a period of time, after this pattern has been confirmed as effective
in dealing with the problems, it is considered valid and turned into an experience to be
shared to new members as the acceptable way to view, think and feel concerning the
problems. In essence, an organizational culture, the shared, taken-for-granted assumptions,
is continuously developed as the residue of success in dealing with the problems [37].
Therefore, my goal in the present study is to develop the assumptions that are shared and
taken-for-granted about sustainability.

The prevailing problems of organizational integration and external adaptation in
the sustainability context are certainly associated with sustainability, including market
changes, unpredictable crisis and mismanagement [104]. The world has also witnessed
numerous bankruptcy cases as an evidence for the problems. Even with the best and
brightest organizational members, some global corporations have fallen to the ground.
Really, an instantaneous need to fight for generating and conserving sustainable industries
is evident [105].
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According to the present system theory, when the environment such as institutional
pressures changes, the change introduces sustainability problems to the corporations. The
change requires organizational efforts to adapt to the dynamic environment. As they
continue to solve the sustainability problems through a period of time, their organizational
members create a structure of common basic assumptions, which later becomes core to the
Sustainability Culture subsystem. These common basic assumptions are developed as the
organizational members learn through their experience in dealing with the sustainability
problems. At this cultural level, the perceptions and thoughts concerning sustainability
among organizational members are required to be positive [36]. The emotional involvement
with the sustainability assumptions is also very critical [36].

To be precise, the shared basic assumptions do not first arrive. Initially, they are
developed as shared values and beliefs when organizational members are presented with
a sustainability problem [37]. As organizational members continue to tackle the sustain-
ability problem successfully, the shared values and beliefs are recurrently instantiated till
a value turns into an unconscious assumption as it acts directly upon the sustainability
problem [37]. Overtime, the sustainability assumptions become taken-for-granted truths in
the organization. They are conveyed by the organizational members from one generation
to the next. In the long run, when members of the culture are exhibited as effective in
dealing with the sustainability problem, the sustainability assumptions are reinforced [37],
signifying a loop of learning.

In the present theory development, I adopt Ketprapakorn and Kantabutra [101]’s three
sustainability assumptions as the world is encountering the sustainability problems. They
are as follow:

• A corporation is an entity operating within the society. They depend on each other.
• An imbalanced development among the economic, social and environmental domains exists.
• A balanced development among the three domains leads to corporate sustainability.

Russell et al. [106] also agree with these sustainability assumptions. They assert that
organizing for sustainability includes a holistic approach to attain a balance of ecological,
social, and economic well-being. The sustainability assumptions are well rooted in the
Stakeholder theory [9] and the Corporate Accountability theory [81,82]. According to the
emerging system theory, these sustainability assumptions drive cultural values and beliefs,
and artifacts.

5.3.2. Sustainability Vision

The sustainability visions are composed of two components: Content and attributes [107].
Although the sustainability vision theory [107] has been internationally endorsed by various
studies [108–113], it can still be refined as follow.

In terms of content, I theorize that vision content contains reference to increasing stake-
holder wellbeing, although the sustainability vision theory [107] asserts that it contains
simply stakeholder satisfaction imagery. I argue that simply stakeholder satisfaction is not
sufficient to ensure corporate sustainability because it is not the only stakeholder factor
contributing to improving the prospect of corporate sustainability. By replacing stakeholder
satisfaction imagery with stakeholder wellbeing imagery, I integrate other stakeholder as-
pects and make the vision more inclusive. These other aspects range from stakeholder trust,
stakeholder satisfaction, stakeholder commitment to stakeholder identification, all to be
discussed in the following Sustainability Performance Management subsystem. Specifically,
developing stakeholder trust denotes a new corporate sustainability paradigm because it
is a main driver for sustainable business excellence, and challenges corporate leaders to
direct their attention toward a higher level of stakeholder-corporation relationship quality,
as opposed to simply stakeholder satisfaction [60]. I postulate that when an organizational
vision contains a high level of sustainable wellbeing imagery, a chance that its organization
becomes sustainable is increased.

In the system theory, sustainability visions are characterized by brevity, clarity, abstract-
ness, challenge, future orientation, stability and desirability or ability to inspire (see [107].
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All of these attributes must be presented in a sustainability vision as they interactively
support the organizational vision sharing process. When a vision is brief and clear, it is easy
to communicate massively. With vision desirability, abstractness and challenge, the vision
can become shared easily among organizational members. When vision is future-oriented,
it keeps organizational members informed about the future direction of the corporation.
Finally, when a vision is stable, it will not change easily because it does not shift according
to short-term changes as the corporation is going through fluctuations.

My system theory postulates that the vision content and attributes interact to develop
and nurture emotional commitment among organizational members to the vision. While
the vision is the overarching goal of the organization, the organizational assimilation of
sustainability values is compulsory [114,115] to direct the behavioral actions and mindsets
of organizational members to attain the vision. The sustainability values are introduced in
the next section.

5.3.3. Sustainability Values

Sustainability vision and values are organizationally interrelated, because vision only
suggests a sense of direction for organizational members in the long run. It cannot turn into
reality without organizational efforts. Values are needed as the means to realize it [116].
Sustainability values are to be shared and proclaimed by organizational members to guide
how they turn the sustainability vision into reality. On the other hand, the values cannot
become living core values [116] without a vision. Therefore, the vision for sustainability
allows the values for sustainability to be brought to life by organizational members.

In the present theory development, I assert that the values for sustainability give
meaning to the vision for sustainability, forming the Sustainability Culture subsystem.
Core values frequently discovered in sustainable enterprises are virtues (e.g., perseverance,
generosity, moderation), the accountability for the environment and the society, and inno-
vation. It is evident that simply espousing the virtuous values is not sufficient to ensure
corporate sustainability. Moral values are needed since many corporations voluntarily
adopt corporate sustainability practices because of moral reasons [117]. According to
Blok et al. [118], Ploum et al. [119], and Turiel [120], morality concerns a set of values,
beliefs and norms that distinguishes between what is wrong and right when it comes to
sustainability. Complementing the virtuous values, moral values, as shown in the account-
ability for the society and the environment, guide organizational members to make the
right decisions concerning their decisions and actions. At the end, corporate commitment
and actions toward the Triple Bottom Line goals depend on how sustainability is morally
perceived [121].

To deal with the prevalent problems of sustainability, organizational members guided
by the assumptions and values for sustainability, according to my system theory, environ-
mentally and socially innovate their products and services [64,122]. I postulate further that
the sustainably innovative products and services effectively deal with the sustainability
problems. After all, sustainability innovation is required if corporations aspire to survive
and thrive [123].

5.3.4. Sustainability Mindset

In the Sustainability Culture subsystem, I theorize that organizational members verbally
and non-verbally communicate the sustainability culture through assumptions, vision and
values for sustainability so that the culture is widely organizationally shared. Via a multi-filter
information process [72], the Sustainability Culture subsystem over time instills a sustainability
mindset among its members.

The process of developing a corporate sustainability mindset starts when human
resources enter into the Sustainability Culture subsystem. They come in with own beliefs
and values, which are very challenging to change as the beliefs and values are deeply
ingrained in their individual mindsets used to guide their behaviors. In an organization,
numerous individual and organizational values exist [124]. Only a few values are eventually
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turned into living core values after a number of learning loops by organizational members.
It is this set of living core values that distinguishes one organization from another.

In my system theory, organizational members with the communicated sustainability
vision and values messages go through the multi-filter information process [72]. In this
process, they evaluate the vision and values for sustainability, and integrate those that are
in line with their own existing beliefs and values. In this filtering process, organizational
members consider the difference between the sustainability vision and values and their
own beliefs and values in terms of cost and benefits of adopting them, rejecting them or
replacing their existing ones with the new ones. Shared assumptions, vision and values
for sustainability begin to form in the filtering process, fundamental to the Sustainability
Culture subsystem. It is this shared sustainability mindset, as a growth mindset [125], that
infuses throughout the entire sustainable corporation. The shared sustainability mindset is
encapsulated into corporate sustainability practices, the observable cultural artifacts.

Based upon the literature above, the following propositions are formed.
Proposition #1: Sustainability organizational culture enables organizational resilience,

leading to improving sustainability performance
Proposition #2: Shared sustainability assumptions, vision and values lead to organiza-

tional sustainability mindset, via the Multi-filter information process.
Proposition #3: Organizational members with the sustainability mindset realize the

sustainability vision by adopting the five corporate sustainability practices
In Section 5.4, the corporate sustainability practices are discussed. How the prac-

tices enable organizational resilience is also explained in the Fundamental components of
Resilience subsystem Section below.

5.3.5. Organizational Alignment

Part of the Sustainability Culture subsystem is to align corporate and individual values
or organizational alignment at any given time to ensure the corporate sustainability mindset.
Sustainable corporations view themselves as a “special” place to work [64] where individual
and corporate values are aligned. They espouse an approach to align such values, starting from
recruitment, performance management to succession planning [65]. Sustainable enterprises
are careful in recruiting new employees [64,126]. They develop a strict recruitment standard to
ascertain that the new recruits’ beliefs and values are aligned with the corporate sustainability
vision and values. Moreover, they promote employees who behave consistently with their
corporate vision and values in their performance evaluation [122,127]. To ensure the existing
culture continues in the future, they have a succession plan to identify talented employees who
share the corporate vision and values as successors at all levels [128]. With the organizational
alignment practice, employees who shared the corporate vision and values are encouraged to
stay on with the corporations, while those who do not share are discouraged to stay on and
finally leave the corporations as they feel “unfit” with the “special” place [101].

5.4. Fundamental Components of Resilience Subsystem

The resilience subsystem is defined as a system with day-to-day corporate practices
leading to improving the prospect of organizational buffering and adaptive capacities required
to ensure organizational resilience. A review by Batista and Francisco [129] has indicated that
the existing corporate sustainability practices are categorized according to the TBL domains
of environment, society and economy. Such a practice as anti-corruption, prevention of child
labor use, and zero waste focuses only on one aspect of sustainable development. Although
such a practice as Sustainability Reporting [130] or Environmental, Social, and Governance
(ESG) [131,132] appears to address more than one aspect, it only focuses on reporting outputs.
More importantly, an increasing number of scholars such as Boiral and Gendron [133] and
Cho et al. [134] has criticized the effectiveness and transparency of such reporting. Neither
Sustainability Reporting nor ESG practice provides a day-to-day practical approach to run a
sustainable corporation.
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To ensure corporate sustainability, organizational ambidexterity is required to address
the simultaneous, often-conflicting demands from a variety of stakeholders [32]. None
of the existing practices offers an approach to deal with such a paradox. Therefore, a
holistic set of corporate sustainability practices is needed to manage the simultaneous
tension. To address this need, I propose a holistic set of corporate sustainability practices
as observable cultural artifacts in this section. The literature review reveals a set of five
holistic practices of corporate sustainability, which have continuously been refined over
time [15,115,125,135,136]. These five corporate sustainability practices are also the input
into the Resilience subsystem. It is postulated that they enable day-to-day management
practices that nurture organizational resilience and increase our understanding about the
organizational resilience phenomenon.

Contributing significantly to the field, I theoretically reinforce the five practices: Perse-
verance, Resilience Development, Moderation, Geosocial Development and Knowledge
Sharing by grounding them upon additional theories of Stakeholder Resource-based View
by Sodhi [137] and Freeman et al. [138], Resource-based View by Teece et al. [139], Grit by
Duckworth et al. [140], Organizational Paradox by Smith and Lewis [141], Organizational
Ambidexterity by Tushman and O’Reilly [66], Sustainability Organizational Culture by
Ketprapakorn and Kantabutra [101], and Organizational Resilience by Kantabutra and
Ketprapakorn [125].

Since little is known among scholars and practitioners on how to achieve organiza-
tional ambidexterity [32], pivotal to managing for sustainable development, I theorize that
adopting these five corporate sustainability practices allows organizations to develop orga-
nizational ambidexterity to effectively manage paradoxes among the frequently conflicting
requirements from a large variety of stakeholders, resulting in organizational resilience
(Figure 2). I discuss these five corporate sustainability practices as well as how each leads
to organizational resilience as indicated by organizational buffering and adaptive capacities
one by one below.

Figure 2. Resilience subsystem elements and their relationships.
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5.4.1. Perseverance Practice

The widely shared sustainability organizational culture is manifested into the Per-
severance practice. With such a culture, organizational members shared the values of
perseverance and accountability for the society and the environment. Consequently, accord-
ing to my system theory, they consistently put efforts in developing procedures, products
and services for their stakeholders. Since the business environment is changing so quickly,
the Perseverance practice results in better organizational adaptive capacity. The shared
assumptions, vision and values for sustainability, as a growth mindset, enhances individual
belief that perseverance leads to success [142]. It is postulated that perseverant behavior
leads to both incremental and radical innovations throughout the entire organization. Given
that shared assumptions, vision and values for sustainability, the resultant innovations
are frequently social and environmental solutions that deal effectively with the prevailing
social and environmental problems.

The Perseverance practice is also informed by the Grit theory [140]. According to the
Grit theory, trait-level passion and perseverance for long-term aspirations are attributes of
individuals with grit [140]. I postulate that it is this long-term aspirations that keep people
moving toward turning the sustainability vision into reality, despite great difficulties. Grit is
characterized by perseverance of effort and consistency of interest. Perseverance of efforts
refers to the individuals’ likelihood to persevere and sustain the momentum of their efforts
while being confronted with great difficulties or setbacks in life. Consistency of interest
refers to the likelihood of individuals to remain focused and passionate in maintaining a
set of interests over an extended period of time. They choose to give up so many other
things in life and do a particular thing. Grit and determination are pivotal in promoting
resilience when encountering adversity [143].

Empirically, individuals with grit are also associated with certain kinds of orientations
to happiness, including orientation toward pleasure, meaning, and engagement [144].
Evidence on the well-being benefits, as theoretically driven by our theorized vision content,
of grittiness in a large variety of different contexts is also found [144]. In my system
theory, perseverant organizational members choose to perform even beyond their roles and
responsibilities to achieve their long-term aspirations, leading to continuous organizational
innovation. Collectively as an organization, they develop a cushion for any unanticipated
shock from the external environment. Toward this end, their happiness increases.

Along with the Grit theory [140], the Perseverance practice is endorsed by the theory
of Self-determination by Deci and Ryan [145] as the perseverant members are unwaveringly,
intrinsically encouraged to continue, in spite of daunting difficulties. I theorize that they
choose to do so because they have grit. With the sustainability mindset, they are intrinsically
motivated to carry on, willing to sacrifice their own interests for organizational interests.
In such a context, the Perseverance practice enhances the prospect of business continuity,
strengthening organizational buffering capacity.

5.4.2. Geosocial Development Practice

The widely shared sustainability organizational culture is also manifested into the Geoso-
cial Development practice. Sharing the sustainability mindset, organizational members invest
in developing a high level of corporate-stakeholder relationship quality and assimilating
concerns for a variety of stakeholders in their business practices. As informed by the advanced
concept of Cleaner Production, the Geosocial Development practice includes the accountabili-
ties for the TBL domains of sustainability performance, including individual rights, business
ethics, and community participation [146]. I theorize that corporations, focusing on keep-
ing stakeholders satisfied by allowing them to reach their full potential [147], bring about
higher levels of stakeholder-corporation relationship quality of trust, commitment and identi-
fication [148]. Satisfying stakeholders improves organizational adaptability as corporations
always realize the changing stakeholder requirements and respond to them accordingly.

The genuinely recognizing of dualities of contemporaneous tensions is at the core of
Organizational Paradox theory [149,150]. According to the theory, no singular choice or
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compromise among them has to be made [149,150], often the case observed in managing
conflicting stakeholder demands. The Geosocial Development practice, as managing these
tensions effectively, depends on searching for innovative solutions to involve both extremes by
exploiting the inherent pluralism within the duality [149]. In the present theory development,
successfully managing organizational paradoxes leads to organizational ambidexterity.

According to the Organizational Ambidexterity theory, superior performance is
achieved when corporations embrace contradictory, and yet interrelated demands [151,152].
Ambidexterity in organizations allows corporations to be aligned and efficient in organiza-
tional management of present requirements. Concurrently, it allows the corporations to be
sufficiently adaptive to environmental changes that they will still be around tomorrow [153].
This is the reason organizational ambidexterity is well regarded as particularly relevant in
the corporate sustainability context where conditions of high-velocity environment exist.
Organizational ambidexterity indeed supports corporations in maintaining its agility in
the long run, by constantly aligning themselves with the changing environment and being
adaptative to unanticipated disruptions [154].

It is also postulated that stakeholders who have developed a high-quality relationship
with the corporations become supporters for the corporations [155], including assisting their
organizational members [156] and purchasing their merchandises and/or services [157].
Particularly in a crisis, these stakeholders come to offer support to the corporations in
surviving the crisis [115]. In such a process, the Geosocial Development practice enhances
their organizational buffering capacity via nurturing a long-term stakeholder relationship.

5.4.3. Resilience Development Practice

To deal with the gap in the literature discussed earlier, I employ the Organizational
Theory of Resilience [125]. I postulate that sustainable organizations effectively respond to
the high-velocity environment so that they rebounce and strengthen their present entity
by vigorously reconstructing themselves for the future, given the high-velocity environ-
ment [125]. According to my system theory, the practical approach to do so is called
Resilience Development practice.

Driven by the sustainability mindset, the Resilience Development practice suggests
that corporations organizationally expect and organize themselves for change, resulting in
organizational adaptive and buffering capacities. I theorize that resilience is enabled in an
organization when its members, sharing the sustainability culture, are self-governing, and
concurrently maintaining an overall organizational coherence. Filling in the gap in the lit-
erature discussed earlier, I reinforce the theoretical ground of the Resilience Development
practice by including the Organizational Ambidexterity theory [66]. In the high-velocity envi-
ronment, organizations are required to simultaneously explore and exploit [66] by establishing
a supportive organizational structure and culture. Both the structure and culture, acting
as hard and soft controls, permit individual organizational members to decide how they
should distribute their time between exploitative and exploratory undertakings [152]. In other
words, they are enabled and encouraged to decide on their own about how to divide their
time between conflicting demands for adaptability and alignment, improving organizational
adaptive capacity over time.

Beyond simply organizational change and risk management, the Resilience Devel-
opment practice is concerned with the identification and prioritization of susceptibilities
and various capabilities of the organization while formulating strategies to enhance the
level of organizational consciousness of the surrounding environment. In doing so, the
Resilience Development practice allows for organizational capacity to cope with challenges
and threats, thereby strengthening organizational buffering capacity. Such a practice is
also endorsed by the Complexity theory [158] since it assists in upgrading organizational
competence in response to organizational demands and those demands instigated by the
high-velocity environment [15].

Also underlined by the Cleaner Production concept is the Resilience Development
practice, where reducing energy and material consumption are considered as pivotal in
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enabling corporations to become less vulnerable from abrupt changes in the high-velocity
environment [159]. In doing so, their organizational buffering capacity is enhanced through
minimizing emissions and waste [160] and preserving environmental capital [161].

5.4.4. Moderation Practice

Taking into consideration a whole range of stakeholder demands, the Moderation
practice advises corporations to prudently find a middle way between maximizing profits
between the short and long run. In doing so, they need to consider their profitability policy
and business risk as well as opportunities and potentials [15], core to the Organizational
Paradox [141] and Organizational Ambidexterity [66] theories. Consistent to the Modera-
tion practice, ambidextrous corporations concurrently are concerned with both short-term
efficiency and long-term growth [66], such as managing between short-term profits and
investments in the society. Failure to manage this paradox can bring about a triumph trap
at the expense of exploration in a sense of too much exploitation. On the other end, it
can also bring about a fiasco trap at the expense of exploitation in a sense of too much
exploration [162]. Both ends are detrimental to long-term, sustainable growth. I postulate
that managing this simultaneous tension successfully leads to so-called organizational
ambidexterity, required for corporate sustainability.

According to Kantabutra and Ketprapakorn [15], sustainable corporations, being
moderate, concurrently balance between long- and short-term results. Such a practice is
consistent with the Organizational Ambidexterity theory [66]. While corporations recognize
that short-termism can damage their sustainability prospect, they also recognize that
they can be viewed as a poor performer by investors [163]. In essence, corporations are
under pressure to maximize profitability in the short run, demonstrating the need for
organizational ambidextrous capacity. Under such a paradox, I postulate that corporations
need to develop a cushion of actual or possible resources that gives them some room to
timely adapt to organizational and environmental pressures or organizational slack [164].
In doing so, an investment in resources and capabilities now is required although it may
not immediately pay off [162]. Underlined by the Organizational Paradox theory by Smith
and Lewis [141], “moderate” corporations manage the simultaneous tension between
mortgaging the position in the long future and maximizing profits in the short run [165].

With such a prudent management, the organizational buffering capacity is enhanced.
In particular, since the Organizational Paradox theory [141] suggests carefully managing
tensions among simultaneously conflicting demands, the Moderation practice assists in
creating and nurturing organizational buffering capacity to endure crises [15].

5.4.5. Knowledge Sharing Practice

Directed by the sustainability mindset, the Knowledge Sharing practice is support-
ive to organizational ambidexterity as it allows for the combination of incremental and
radical innovation practices to ascertain both short-term success and long-term corporate
survival [151]. The Knowledge Sharing practice allows organizations to continuously
learn, proactively enable change, and seek innovation, reinvent themselves through the
combination of radical and incremental innovations [66]. In such a context, the Knowledge
Sharing practice enables organizational ambidexterity since both efficiency and novelty
oriented innovations can be achieved.

The Knowledge Sharing practice suggests corporations to share knowledge organization-
ally and with external stakeholders. Such knowledge exchange, even with competitors, leads
to corporate innovation. Supported by the Dynamic Capabilities theory by Barney [166], the
Knowledge-based theory by Nonaka [167], the Knowledge Management theory by Tzortzaki
and Mihiotis [168], and the Coopetition concept by Luo [169], the Knowledge Sharing practice
assists in developing and maintaining organizational capacity to constantly adapt to the
high-velocity environment.

According to Ketprapakorn and Kantabutra [101], the Knowledge Sharing practice is
underlined by Resource-based View theorists such as Freeman et al. [138], Sodhi [137] and
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Teece et al. [139], and Organizational Paradox theorists such as Smith and Lewis [141]. All
competitor stakeholders are viewed equally through these theoretical perspectives. Concur-
rently over time, cooperation and competition are balanced [141], although the opposing
yet intertwined demands still persist. I postulate that via coopetition [169], each participat-
ing corporation acquires unique capabilities to survive prominently in the industry [170].
All participating corporations can continuously renew their capabilities via knowledge
sharing to prepare for the future [170], enhancing organizational buffering capacity.

In this section, I have demonstrated how the five corporate sustainability practices
lead to improving organizational resilience through organizational buffering and adaptive
capacities. In doing so, they have also developed organizational ambidexterity to deal with
tensions from managing the simultaneous demands from a wide variety of stakeholders. It
is this ambidextrous capacity in an organization that allows corporations to maintain the
delivery of corporate sustainability performance, despite obstacles.

Based upon the literature discussed above, the following propositions are formed.
Proposition #4: By continuously innovating processes, products, and services for

stakeholders, the Perseverance practice improves TBL outputs
Proposition #5: By investing in stakeholders and integrating social and environmental ac-

countability with business operation, the Geosocial Development practice improves TBL outputs.
Proposition #6: By expecting and organizing for change, the Resilience Development

practice improves TBL outputs.
Proposition #7: By adopting the process of prudent and reasonable decision making

that taking into consideration short-term and long-term impacts on stakeholders, the
Moderation practice improves TBL outputs.

Proposition #8: By sharing knowledge internally within the organization and exter-
nally with stakeholders, the Knowledge Sharing practice improves TBL outputs.

Given the theory building approach, the outcome knowledge or the output from the
process of corporate sustainability is required [33,34]. Thus, I introduce the Corporate
Sustainability Performance subsystem as the outcome knowledge in the next section.

5.5. Fundamental Components of Corporate Sustainability Performance Subsystem

The Corporate Sustainability Performance subsystem is defined as a system of pro-
cesses, outputs, and outcomes that helps corporate leaders to track and analyze the sus-
tainability performance of their corporations. According to the emerging system theory,
the five corporate sustainability practices day-to-day ensure a continuous delivery of the
corporate sustainability outputs or Triple Bottom Line (TBL) outputs into the Corporate
Sustainability Performance subsystem, enabled by the organizational adaptive and buffer-
ing capacities. As a major contribution of the present theory development, the Corporate
Sustainability Performance subsystem comprises corporate sustainability outcomes of sus-
tainable well-being, or stakeholder wellbeing, and brand equity. I explain the theoretical
process by which the corporate sustainability outputs lead to improving the sustainability
performance outcomes of sustainable wellbeing and brand equity, as shown in Figure 3, in
this section.

Informed by the TBL approach, sustainable success is dependent upon successfully
fulfilling stakeholder requirements by balancing social and environmental preservation
and development, and economic prosperity [171,172]. In practice, economic development
occurs on the earth and along with human beings. Indeed, the sustainability of the society,
environment and economy is required by a sustainable development, making TBL the cen-
tral proxy to measure sustainability performance [173,174]. To show social accountability,
corporations are advised to report their TBL outputs. The TBL outputs are considered as
measures for corporate sustainability performance here as the three outputs are directly
brought about by adopting the practices of corporate sustainability.
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Figure 3. Corporate Sustainability Performance subsystem elements and their relationships.

On one hand, the TBL outputs in the emerging system theory lead to improving
the prospect of sustainable wellbeing for stakeholders via delivering both functional and
psychological benefits to them. Functional, frequently referred to as utilitarian benefits are
tangible benefits associated directly with services and products, ranging from monetary
benefits, welfare to facilities. Psychological benefits are intangible, frequently considered
as happiness [175]. Such happiness can only be achieved when stakeholders receive
psychological benefits relevant to their individual values [148,176]. Sustainable wellbeing
is an ability for individuals or organizations to rely on themselves, to withstand shocks
from the external environment, and to endure difficult times [58]. With the sustainable
wellbeing as the prime goal, the functional and psychological benefits are to fulfil different
needs of human beings [177], ranging from physiological needs, safety needs, social needs,
self-esteem needs to self-actualization needs. I postulate that corporations are required to
create opportunities for stakeholders to fulfill these needs, including creating jobs, training
them on skills and knowledge they need, and support them financially so that they can
stand on their own.

On another hand, the emerging system theory suggests that TBL outputs lead to improv-
ing brand equity via forging a strong stakeholder-corporation relationship and improving the
quality of such a relationship. According to Bhattacharya et al. [148], the relationship quality
starts from satisfaction, trust, commitment to identification. At the lowest level, stakeholder
satisfaction refers to an overall evaluation of the corporation from the stakeholder experience.
Stakeholders compare between overall experience with the corporation and resources that
they have to offer to develop a relationship with the corporation.

Advancing the existing interim theory of Corporate Sustainability [15], I include
stakeholder trust in the present theory development as it suggests a higher level of rela-
tionship quality with perceived confidence in reliability and integrity from stakeholders
who have interacted directly or indirectly with the corporation. It is a form of stakeholder
expectation toward the corporation when it is committed to achieve what it promises. In
addition to stakeholder trust, I also include another higher level of relationship quality
called stakeholder commitment, a willingness of stakeholders to keep a valued relation-
ship with the corporation. They do so because they are psychologically attached to and
trust the corporation. At the top level of relationship quality, stakeholder identification
is oneness between an individual self-concept and a group concept [148], a group that an
organizational member considers himself as a member. Stakeholders with a high level of
identification with the corporation will become supporters of the corporation in purchasing
products/services and other various ways they can [155,157]. According to the emerging
system theory, it is stakeholder identification that finally leads to improving brand equity.
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To be precise, when stakeholders are ensured of their own sustainable wellbeing by
the sustainable corporations, their trust in the corporate brands increase [175]. According
to the Stakeholder model by Winit and Kantabutra [175], a corporation is required to
deliver both functional and emotional benefits in order to improve stakeholder trust
as a precursor to improving brand equity. According to the emerging system theory,
sustainable corporations choose to offer functional benefits that improve psychological
benefits, enhancing stakeholder trust and brand equity respectively. Empirically, such an
offer has been discovered as an effective way to build and nurture stakeholder trust and
brand equity [175].

Based upon the literature above, the following propositions are formed.
Proposition #9: The TBL outputs improve the outcome of sustainable wellbeing

through delivering both functional and psychological benefits to stakeholders.
Proposition #10: The TBL outputs improve the outcome of brand equity through

ensuring a high-quality of stakeholder-corporation relationship, ranging from stakeholder
satisfaction, trust, commitment and identification.

When the sustainability performance outputs and outcomes are delivered, organi-
zational members reflect on how they feel about their own sustainability assumptions
and their associated beliefs and values as they deal with the sustainability problems. The
organizational members continue with questioning and testing the assumptions, beliefs
and values systematically [73]. When the sustainability performance outputs and outcomes
successfully solve the prevailing sustainability problems, they genuinely recognize the
assumptions, vision and values for sustainability. Simultaneously, they also unlearn other
individual assumptions, beliefs and values they earlier had. This feedback loop of learning
allows a reverse process to continuously test, reconfirm and even unlearn an assumption,
belief or value, a contribution of the present theory development.

The feedback loop of learning process can be explained in greater details here. As
shown in Figure 4, the feedback loop starts with the delivery of the TBL results in the
Corporate Sustainability Performance subsystem, as residues of success, which delivers an
answer to the prevailing sustainability problems. Such a solution further strengthens the
commitment of organizational members to the sustainability assumptions and the rest of
the Sustainability Culture subsystem [178,179], in turn reinforcing the Resilience subsystem
even further.

Figure 4. Feedback loop.
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More specifically, the sustainability assumptions are strengthened as shared basic
assumptions, the beliefs that organizational members naturally use to make day-to-day
decisions within their organization [37], encapsulated into the five practices of corporate
sustainability. These five practices of corporate sustainability continue to strengthen orga-
nizational buffering and adaptive capacities to deliver TBL outputs. In one way, the TBL
outputs then turn into functional and psychological benefits for stakeholders who continue
to strengthen the relationship quality with the corporations, from satisfaction, trust, com-
mitment to identification. This high-quality relationship leads to improving brand equity.
In another way, the functional and psychological benefits lead to improving stakeholder
wellbeing as envisioned earlier in the sustainability vision. This entire process represents a
feedback loop of learning. Eventually, after some loops of learning over a period of time,
the Sustainability Culture subsystem, as a precondition to corporate sustainability, becomes
core to the Corporate Sustainability system, as I theorize.

The necessity of the feedback loop is demonstrated when the surrounding environment
changes [59]. When the external change affects the delivery of sustainability performance
outputs and outcomes (i.e., as shown through a lack of organizational capacity to innovate),
the sustainability culture subsystem is triggered. According to the emerging system theory,
sustainable corporations consequently adapt the existing vision and values to accommodate
the change, in turn adapting the corporate sustainability practices, the Resilience subsystem
and the Corporate Sustainability Performance subsystem respectively. This spiral adapta-
tion allows the entire Corporate Sustainability system to arrive at a new equilibrium. In
essence, via the feedback loop, the sustainable corporations improve both organizational
buffering and adaptive capacities in response to the high-velocity environment to rebounce
and strengthen their present entity by vigorously constructing themselves for the future as
the dynamic environment changes rapidly.

Based upon the literature above, the following propositions are formed.
Proposition #11: The delivery of sustainability performance outputs and outcomes in

turn strengthens the Corporate Sustainability system initially by allowing organizational
members to validate the Cultural, Resilience and Corporate Sustainability Performance
subsystems respectively as the right way to encounter the sustainability problems.

Proposition #12: After several feedback loops of learning by organizational mem-
bers, the validated Sustainability Culture subsystem becomes deeply embedded, taken-
for-granted, unconscious behaviors core to the sustainability organizational culture that
continuously drives the Corporate Sustainability system.

6. Integrated Corporate Sustainability Model

Consequently, the system theory of Corporate Sustainability is composed of the Sus-
tainability Culture, Resilience and Corporate Sustainability Performance subsystems. The
Sustainability Culture and Resilience subsystems continuously interact to bring about
sustainability performance via the subsystem of Corporate Sustainability Performance.
The system theory’s elements and their relationships are identified and integrated into a
coherent theory [33] as shown in Figure 5.

Overall, I postulate that these organizational elements interact dynamically to daily
ascertain resilience in the organization via enhanced organizational buffering and adaptive
capacities. With organizational resilience, corporations can continue their sustainability
performance delivery.

The system theory of corporate sustainability, as illustrated by the integrated Corpo-
rate Sustainability model above, reflects the reality of the organization as an open system,
because it allows constant interaction between the environment and the Corporate Sustain-
ability system, filling in the gap in the literature. Also filling in the gap in the corporate
sustainability literature, the model includes the cultural element of shared basic sustain-
ability assumptions.
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Figure 5. Integrated Corporate Sustainability Model.

In terms of sustainability performance, the model includes a sustainability perfor-
mance management system since sustainability performance is required to be systematically
managed and measured within a system [46]. The system addresses the critique that the
TBL concept alone is not adequate in addressing the highly complex sustainability issues,
characterized by constant uncertainties [42]. Well beyond the widely used TBL concept,
stakeholder trust is included in the model as it denotes a novel corporate sustainability
paradigm that directs the attention of corporate leaders and managers toward a higher
level of stakeholder-corporation relationship quality, as opposed to simply stakeholder
satisfaction [60].

Since scholars and practitioners have little knowledge about how organizational
resilience can systematically be achieved via day-to-day management [61–63], and (c) an
organizational theory that describes the resilience phenomenon in an organization via
everyday practices is still lacking [32], the model explains the day-to-day practices and
process to ensure organizational resilience. Finally, the model also offers the corporate
sustainability practices that allow corporations to manage simultaneous, often paradoxical,
demands from a wide range of stakeholders to ensure corporate sustainability [64,65].

7. Implications for Practitioners

As Lewin [180] stated that “there’s nothing so practical as good theory”, the “good”
system theory of corporate sustainability renders some pragmatic implications for corpo-
rate practitioners (see Figure 6). Representing the system theory, the model provides a
mechanism for corporate practitioners to adapt their organizational systems to improve the
prospect of corporate sustainability. The guidelines for the adaptation are discussed below.

First, corporate leaders should craft a sustainability assumptions statement containing
the three sustainability assumptions as the basis for communicating and explaining the
vision and values for sustainability. Next, as they craft a vision statement or revise an
existing vision statement, they should make sure that the vision statement is characterized
by the seven characteristics of effective vision. Moreover, the content of the vision should
contain stakeholder wellbeing imagery.

They then should ensure that their corporate values incorporate virtues, the social
and environmental accountability and innovation. Corporate leaders at all levels should
verbally and non-verbally communicate both vision and values as frequently and massively
as possible throughout their entire corporation so that they become organizationally shared.
The cultural communication process also signals to those who do not share the culture that
they do not fit this ‘special’ place.
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Figure 6. Guidelines to manage and monitor for corporate sustainability.

Corporate practitioners should compare and contrast their current practices with the
five practices of Perseverance, Geosocial Development, Moderation, Resilience Develop-
ment and Knowledge Sharing, and adjust them accordingly. Here, corporate leaders may
consult the comparison of the existing sustainability practices and the five practices of
corporate sustainability in Table 1 below. Relevant business functions are also shown in the
Table, specifically emphasizing the contributing role of sustainable enterprises in a society.

Table 1. A comparison between the five corporate sustainability practices, and relevant existing sustain-
ability practices and business functions.

Corporate Sustainability Practices Relevant Existing Practices Relevant Business Functions

Perseverance New produce development, eco-innovation, and
cleaner production. R&D, human resources, production

Geosocial Development Sustainable supply chain management,
sustainability reporting, and cleaner production.

Logistics and procurement, sustainable development,
human resources, production

Resilience Development Risk management, change management, and
cleaner production. Risk management, production

Moderation Risk management and cleaner production. Finance, investment, strategic planning, maketing

Knowledge Sharing Knowledge management and cleaner production. Knowledge management, human resources,
production, sustainable development.

In terms of sustainability performance management, corporate leaders should evaluate
their current performance management system if it includes the sustainability performance
outputs. To be precise, relevant TBL outputs should be identified and monitored. In addi-
tion, stakeholder satisfaction, trust, commitment and identification should be measured
and monitored as they lead to improving brand equity. In order to reach the level of
stakeholder identification, the top level of stakeholder-corporation relationship quality, cor-
porate leaders should deliver functional benefits that bring about improving psychological
benefits to stakeholders. Through this way, they can ensure stakeholder wellbeing, the
overarching goal of sustainable development. Stakeholder identification and brand equity
surveys should be regularly performed so that corporate leaders have some sustainability
indicators to monitor and manage.

Given the feedback loop of our refined theory of corporate sustainability, corporate
leaders should continue to communicate the TBL outputs and sustainability outcomes of
stakeholder wellbeing and brand equity survey results to organizational members so that
they can validate their basic sustainability assumptions which will in turn reinforce the
entire Corporate Sustainability system overtime. The sustainability performance outputs
and outcomes will offer directions for organizational members to continuously adapt the
entire organization to prepare for environmental changes in the future.
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8. Directions for Future Theoretical Refinement

Since the proposed theory of Corporate Sustainability is simply another interim strug-
gle, serving as a platform for future scholarly enlightenment, scholars should continue to
test and develop it further. To enhance its theoretical robustness, researchers can explore or
examine the theory in an actual setting in an organization to spot probable anomalies and
warrant the theory’s practicality. In doing so, they can adopt/adapt the Integrated Theory
Building Methodology [15].

To be precise, future studies may consider developing hypotheses from the Corporate
Sustainability model and test them in different organizational settings and different industries
so that the external validity of the theory can possibly be enhanced. One primary hypothesis
here is that the more similar the culture of the samples to the Sustainability Culture, the better
the Triple Bottom Line outputs, stakeholder wellbeing and brand equity. Of the three cultural
elements, future research should focus on the sustainability assumptions because they are not
sufficiently studied.

In addition, a cross-case analysis can be adopted by future research to explore the
propositions in sustainable corporations since sustainability organizational culture is a
precondition for the development of a sustainable business according to Baumgartner [36]
and Kantabutra and Ketprapakorn [15]. In doing so, I advise that they adopt a sustainable
corporation definition as one with organizational capacities to deliver strong performance,
endure difficult economic and social crises and maintain a leadership position in a relevant
industry [65].

Additionally, since a sustainability organizational culture is often regarded as being
associated with organizational resilience [58,125], future studies may qualitatively explore
or quantitatively examine the Corporate Sustainability model in corporations that have
survived and thrived through a difficult period (e.g., COVID-19 pandemic) to determine
if their practices are consistent to the five corporate sustainability practices and whether
these practices actually lead to improving organizational buffering and adaptive capacities.

A detected anomaly, a previously overlooked relationship or categorization [181], will
support corporate sustainability theorists to advance the relevant body of knowledge. With
a future detected anomaly, the theory of Corporate Sustainability can be refined to enhance
its theoretical robustness.

9. Conclusions

To deal with limitations of the existing theoretical literature, I have constructed a novel
approach to build a theory by integrating the General Systems Theory and the Mindsponge
approaches to demonstrate the dynamic nature of business organizations. I then review the
conceptual, theoretical and empirical literature, and integrate the relevant bodies of knowl-
edge into a theory of Corporate Sustainability. The present theory development contributes
to the theoretical corporate sustainability literature by integrating additional theories of
Grit by Duckworth et al. [140], Organizational Paradox by Smith and Lewis [141], Organi-
zational Resilience by Kantabutra and Ketprapakorn [125], Organizational Ambidexterity
by Tushman and O’Reilly [66], Sustainability Organizational Culture by Ketprapakorn and
Kantabutra [101], Stakeholder Resource-based View by Sodhi [137] and Freeman et al. [138]
and Resource-based View by Teece et al. [139], and to strengthen the theoretical foundation
and enhance the power to explain a sustainability phenomenon and the external validity of
the resulting theory.

The resultant Corporate Sustainability theory postulates that the Corporate Sustain-
ability system comprises the Sustainability Culture, Resilience and Corporate Sustainability
Performance subsystems. Within the Sustainability Culture subsystem, the sustainability
cultural components of assumptions, vision and values, and corporate sustainability practices
co-exist to bring about organizational resilience via the Resilience subsystem within which
organizational buffering and adaptive capacities are enabled. I theorize that organizations can
continue to deliver TBL outputs, despite disruptions, via the Resilience subsystem.
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Within the Sustainability Performance system, these TBL outputs in turn deliver
both functional and psychological benefits to stakeholders to improve their sustainable
wellbeing as a sustainability outcome. The TBL outputs also improve the stakeholder-
corporation relationship quality via the delivery of functional and psychological benefits.
The stakeholder satisfaction, trust, commitment and identification increase, leading to
improving brand equity, another sustainability outcome, overtime. I postulate further that
the fact that organizational members learn about the sustainability performance outputs
and outcomes in turn strengthens the entire Corporate Sustainability system initially via
validating the sustainability assumptions that become core to the sustainability-productive
culture overtime after a series of feedback loops of learning.

To assist scholars and practitioners, a model representing the theory is also provided.
In particular, it offers a mechanism for practitioners on how to adapt their existing organi-
zational system to ensure corporate sustainability. Future directions for theorists to refine
the theory have also been introduced.
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